
Thanks for Your 
CommiTmenT

a ComiC in Progress



So, I’ve been thinking…

…about comics, comics artists, audience,
and the common lack of direct contact between creators and their readers.

me
books
no one else

Why would many of even the most well-known comics creators, originators of some 
of our most beloved cartoons, be so reclusive?

I thought of some reasons before: the heavy workload, the insistent presence of fans 
and franchise-hungry businesspeople.*

*Pease, 6



Since then I’ve done some further digging.
I’ve realized that a creator doesn’t always have to be in dialogue with a living audi-
ence.*

paul cézanne, afternoon in naples, 1875
lucian freud, after cézanne, 2000

herman melville, moby dick, 1851
jeff smith, bone, 1991-2004

*Thanks to Peter Hocking for first pointing this out to me.

But still, why only engage with dead people?

It’s also dawned on me that the reasons for seclusion I originally thought of mostly 
have to do with creations that (living) readers like.

What happens when they don’t like them?



then let us commit them.

So…
this happened.

In America.
Within the last 70 years.
At least seven times across the country.*

yeah…
…yeah this could drive me to hermitdom.

The comic book burnings of the 1940s deserve a detailed exploration of their com-
plex network of cultural and psychological causes—thankfully already delivered by 
David Hajdu in his book, The Ten-Cent Plague.

*Hajdu, 116-25



And of course, comics have since seen general acceptance (or apathy).

You can find them in libraries and schools.

But this look into history sparked a question in me.

what’s up with comics and,
for lack of a better term,
the “greater culture”?

Even from their earliest beginnings—back before they were called “sequential art,” 
“graphic novels,” “comics,” or “cartoons”—mass-reproduced sequential story-doodles 
were considered low-brow fare for the proletariat.

doré, who started his career as a(n incredible) caricaturist and cartoonist but 
dropped if for illustration because…

there was no prestige,
no respect,
no money.*

*Kunzle, The Early Comic Strip, 106



But, as scholars of these comics foreparents argue, the medium’s lowly origins were to 
its and its artists’ benefit.

says david kunzle of rodolphe töpffer, “father of comics”…

he visualized the funny little worlds around him as easily in pictures as 
in words, and wanted to be a painter like his father. fortunately he was 
afflicted with poor eyesight at an early age, which led him to evolve a 
manner of sketching as thought and quick with ideas, so that he mutat-
ed almost unconsciously into pictorial storytelling: the narrative comic 
strip. … a new comic medium.*

*Father of Comics, 3

It’s a sentiment echoed by scholars and writers of contemporary comics, too—espe-
cially American comics.

brian doherty

[art] spiegelman avoided the silly superhero, but embraced the second-
most-popular comic trope: the anthropomorphized animal. he seems 
to recognize, as other serious comic artists have, that perhaps it is the 
seemingly childish, but unique, iconographies of comics that give them 
power.*
such an inexacting but heartfelt standard may be key to superhero com-
ics’ unique value and long-lasting appeal: they are attractive and inspire 
passion because they provide a structurally different kind of aesthetic/
storytelling experience than other forms.**

*50 **54

Hence, in America, lots of characters like these:

pure power
pure violence
pure sexuality
pure pantless quack



Unfortunately, these childhood- (largely boyhood)-tapping characters and worlds 
have often been part of simple, shallow stories.

heh heh
cool

heh heh

how’s the new issue?
i… don’t remember.

While some comics have achieved great depth and power through their medium’s 
essentializing quality, there are a lot of fluff comics.

American comics rose in legitimacy in the 1980s via graphic novels, particularly the 
“Big Three”:

art spiegelman’s maus
frank miller’s the dark knight returns
alan moore and dave gibbon’s watchmen

i remember the mood of optimism…

paul gravett

… comics were poised to cross over and finally enjoy critical acclaim and 
commercial success. …[a]ll those hopes in 1987 seemed to go pear-
shaped by the early nineties.*

Despite financial spikes for mainstream comics from the big houses (Marvel, DC, 
Image), cultural hard times continued for comics. It was as if the “Big Three” hinted 
at something more that didn’t get the needed follow-through.

*34

Since then, the big comics houses have settled into the role of “storyboard factories” 
for the true money-makers and value-troughs, movies.
Spotty depth and quality have largely–

(though not exclusively)
held constant.

decent new reboots
shoddy old sequels-of-sequels



Much more interestingly (I think), independent comics have seen a steady, modest 
growth in attention from artists, storytellers, and readers.

And I should know.

i’ve been dabbling in indie comics myself for two years, interviewing 
established indie comic artists and tabling with my own comics.

not wizened

But so far I’ve noticed…

1. A lot of indie comics are weird. There are tons of great, off-beat options, but how 
many readers will they really reach?

2. So much uniqueness risks too much fragmentation. The wide range of experi-
ments, styles, and genres is fantastic, but they could lead already small audiences to 
get even smaller.

3. The biggest indie comic audiences are still part of franchises. What’s the cost of 
leading with commodity?

hi! hello! read this!
it’s an adaptation of a masai folk tale that highlights our dependency on 
technology!

it… huh?

this doesn’t look like adventure time. where is adventure 
time?



As an aspiring cartoonist, it feels (dramatically) as art critic Dave Hickey describes:

anyway, people don’t make literature, architecture, and art—the culture 
makes those things. we make books, buildings, and objects. we do our 
crummy little shit, and the culture assigns value to it...*

*BelieverMag.com

Is it just me, or are comics’ general value in America still rooted less in what they are 
and more in what they are not?

film
comics, cartoons, manga, etc.
fiction
ya fiction
children’s

Will their value, their potential impact, remain secondary?
Does it matter?

why are all the comics dudes always so sweaty?

I suppose the question for me is

what’s an aspiring cartoonist trying to make positive change in the world 
to do?
give up comics altogether?

And so my search for answers has continues.

more books



Perhaps a big part of the problem lies in our “greater culture”—its conception of not 
just comics but art in general.

art educator, administrator, and author carol becker

american society hasn’t encouraged artists to be part of the dialogue—
not just to talk about politics, but to talk about life. there hasn’t been 
any attempt to pull out from people who are really creative, ideas about 
how things work or should work.

…i think art schools in general have perpetuated the problem. i don’t 
think we’ve helped it. and i think that artists had become, for a long 
time, quite comfortable as disenfranchised and infantilized beings, left 
on the periphery, tangential in the society. everybody was comfortable 
with that.*

Comics, used largely to escape from reality, have their place in this Western tradition.

*with Suzi Gablik, 361-2

But, I’m not suggesting that comics change radically.
Like Brian Doherty pointed out, their unique, simplified perspective is part of their 
strength.

Plus, comics’ “secondary” cultural value might also play to their advantage, help-
ing them escape the cultural disconnect that other, more traditional art forms still 
struggle with.

museum

no comix!



No, despite my own lingering questions and confusion about the medium,

I will not be committing my comics to the flames.

Still, I can’t help but wonder…

what more should we expect from comics and cartoonists?
from art and artists in general?

how might life change if art better did its “job” of showing us how spe-
cial our everyday existence really is?

could a comic, of all things, reconnect us to the sacredness of our day-
to-day lives?

End
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